A cost-effective technique for cardiac sparing with deep inspiration-breath hold (DIBH).
Deep inspiration breath hold (DIBH) is an effective technique to reduce cardiac and pulmonary dose during breast radiotherapy (RT). However, as a result of expense and the technical challenges of program implementation, DIBH has not been widely adopted in clinical practice. This report describes a program for DIBH this is relatively inexpensive to implement and has little impact on patient throughput. Multiple redundant mechanisms are incorporated to assure accurate and safe delivery of RT during DIBH. Laser alignment verifies that chest wall excursion is reliably reproduced and maintained during treatment. Chest wall excursion is also monitored independently using an infrared camera trained on a reflective marker on the chest wall. This system automatically triggers "beam off" in the event of movement of the target beyond pre-determined thresholds. Finally, physician review of cine imaging obtained during treatment provides an off-line verification of accurate RT delivery. The approach described herein lowers the investment necessary for implementation of DIBH and may facilitate broader adoption of this valuable technique.